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Honor Roll
For Calloway
Is Released

Seen & Heard
•:• Around.:.
MURRAY

I.

•

Murray-Calloway
County Shrine Club
Holds Meeting Here
The
Murray-Caltcway
County
Shrine Chia met for its regular
meeting on Saturday, October 21,
In the horne of Noble Bill Matfett.
A potluck supper was served at
6:30 p.m. by the Shriner's ladles.
After an enjoyable meal the Nobtee adjourned to private quarters
where the discussion of business
and election of officers toot place.
Those installed in office were
Bill Moffett. president; Don Rebaeon vice-president; Mike Baker,
Charles
M.
secretary-treasurer;
Baker and John L. Williams du-

HHazel Town Marshall
Billy Smith Handcuffed
To Tree By Assailants

Canoway County High School
, Principal, Howard Crittenden) has
announoed the names of the students who are on the horror roll
for the first six weeks of school.
In order to be on the honor roil,
the students must have made a
grade of all A's or B' in all subject?. Those making all A's are
marked with an •.
Told him we wouid be glad to do
Seniors: Mike Adams, Susan
It, but we tad something urgent
Alemander. Nancy Allen, Shirley
The Nobles present were Charles
we tad to take care of.
Joette Blank, Rita Bran- M. Baker. John L. Williams, Bel
Boyce
McCinston,
Cialleway
don. Jerry Mac Burkeen. Suzette Moffett, Joe Watioins, Don Rob- County Ranger warns resident&
Twiggy b visaing in Japan and
Carrell. Panne& Dungan, Shelia inson, Mike Baker, Merles Nes- that the frost, sun and wind has
Billy Smith, Town Marshal et said and indicated that he had
ehe reporta that the matiskenona
de Hoeg Green. Cathy bitt, Paul DIll, and W. 0 Hatcher. dried out the grass and leaves, Hamel, was found handcuffed to a better lease the bootlegger. alone.
will probably not catch on too
The Nobles' ladies attending were and that fires hese begun to pop tree hat night at 10'30, scratched
arlang Lab, Ihmald McSmith said that he had an acweld.
Chaise Fogy One Reernary Red- Jamie Baker, Abbie Williams, Euld- up in the counties.
and singed. His shirt and under- curate demriptlion of the two men,
Oail Lath. -ene Robinson. Vickie Baker. Janice
but that he had never seen them
A TV rating service discovered
Mr. McClinton says: No burn- shirt were partially burned.
Lomat Thaw, Yvette Wateon, Herat, and Blanche Hatchet.
Smith told Sheriff Cohen Stub- before.
ing accept between the hours of
it had obtained part of its findPatricia 'Warm and Jenne WeeThis Is the second time that
bete from a prison and that pri4:30 p.m CST. and 12 midnight. blefoid that two men, using his
abater'
soners watched at* dayttne proAny violations of dee law makes own handcuff's. hszickuffed him an attempt to intimidate a Mad
Juniors: Rita Chaney, Peen Boggrams Curious, the rating outfit
the party responsible subject to a to a tree near Bezel, robbed hen Them Marsha has been MAL
pm. By Doneleon, Sc
CON MIN ma) be a pretty tough place to be In
asked the prisoners why they nevfine, and if the fire gets out of of three dollars, then poured a- Beveral yeses ago Bilt Owner forcSouth VietEvans, Akin flarkind. viola Bc9nam, but sign shows the loS Marines retain
control, you are beide for sup- bort one-half pint of whiskey on ed the then term narwhal Mr.
er watched evening shows "That',
sense of humor.
Calloway
of
the
Lady golfers
kina*, Gene Kenn°, Kent hieBartow and auboniobtle dialer L.
hen and set him on fire.
simple." explained one "The lights
pneesion meta, Meta or day."
Caftan, Jim Morgan', Mary Janice County Country Club will have
He said he was able to squirm J H111 into a car and forced them
go out at
ht'eig
MoCuisten, Ranger, and Ed JoMorton, Aileen Palmer, Anita Pen- their leart regular ladies day golf iner, Law Entailment Officer, againat the tree arid the ground to drive tem over the cour*r ,
"But why do you eachit in the
degrease Pat Scott, Males Tress, for this year Cel Wednesday, Octo- will cite anyone they see darting to extinguish the flames.
threatening them frorn time re
daytime" pereated the prober.
Ellen Wateon, Nancy Willesena and ber 26, with,,tee di time at nine a flee before 4:30 p.m_ CST durSmith, 33, told Sheriff Stubble- time with a pistol.
"I thought It wee part of the
Susan Young.
ant
punishment," replied the prisoner.
ing the tire *aeon which is In field (het he had pulled
behind
Players not listed below will be effect until December 16, 1987. Up- onetime car about 410 liftinday
Sopiatenores: Danny Chapman, pared at the tee Deity Jo Purto investigate some
The abwre a supposed to be a
call be fined afternoon
Max Cleevere, Aran Broach*, Cyn- dom is golf hostas. All butes are on conviction they
true stcry.
not lees than $10 nor more than drinking which apperentty was in
thia Comer, Deanna Cooper, Gay requested to bring a covered dish
$100 or imprisoned for not lees progress. When he got out at his
By DAVID W. CHUTE
the new contract. is 8 pen Wei- Crutohnekl, Mary Duncan, Dwayne for the poeunk luncheon to be
Do you plan to be • wharf If so,
than 10 clays nor more than 6 car, he mat, the two men pulled
DVITLOTT v
— United Auto
mid Reuther, einem:Mg ?unman. trends Garrett, Debra served at noun.
out a 22 mhber piatoL
here are several tips which are domonths or both_
Hall. laseenda Jones, Glenda KelWorkers President Wither Reuther Len the meeting
The lineup is as follows:
Taking his handcuffs, the two
•
to he
you in this serteat"Our towers are being manned
Luerasie Pay Hike
ly. Lizsis Lee, Sheila Marshal,
today took his bal.:16MM and reEvelyn Junes, Judy Latimer, Ve- Iron 9 00 am. until 4 30 pm. We handcuffed his hands behind turn
After nairatbon bargaining ses- Debbie Mathis, Debra Mitchell. nda Sexton. and Jerelene Sullivan
cord setting sediment with Peed
well check al 51110iLeS reported be- to a tree about three inches in
Motor Cio. to his 1801103 Ford ames in the lad 1.7 days of gruell- Elizabeth donee, Karen Flachall,
Reba Kirk Reba Overbey. Alice fore 4.30 CST. If you are burn- diameter, he continued, They then
I. Deal sie no dostde negative.
Piteseati, Beta/
tonnages, confident they would ret_ ing talks, Reuther and his team of Dianne
Riley. Pureicen. and Sadie W.
2 Make each pronoun agree with
ing illegaDy we hese no attor poured out a half pint of eluakey
nagetritors Bunchy tentatively ac- Dwane Rogers, Barbara, Rose, NAifY A
Dorothy Helland, Glenda Hugh- choice but to cite you before the on hen arid lit the whiskey
their antecedent
"Thee seal exercise their good cepted • Ford offer that would thei titubbiefield. Terry Stubble- es, Fiances Muir, and Betty LowHe was able to put out the fire,
County Judge. We hope this will
3. Join Mauna good. like • Oan"
Loulsville, Ky. — Republican
Adger/vent and eatily die agree- immediately mieeten the average field, Bharat Underwood. and Carre
junction *loud.
not be necegairy," MoOuiston sea. he said and celled for, hap. About ribernatorial nominee Lou* Nunn
ment became they will realize that Ford 'odor% penebeck by 30 oents olyn Veria
JamGrace
Adams,
Miry
Anna
The forestry personnel will seek 10 30 be wasrfotmd by L. D.
4. About than seritence fragswept three mese entree student
we have mode substentiell progress an haw.
would &kb give skilled
and Lou& the cootielatke of all Galloway employee at the Pewee. Bank,
ment+.
Prisheneas: Alden Ad1111111, Kano es, Margaret Shuffete.
mock elecUone in reeuka released
for every Ford worker." gald Ree- trackman en AMMO:nal 30 oenta
Orr.
5. Wheel Cbillatig, Slikeh your
Cowry raddesals in helping to who caned the Sheriffs office.
today
per barer
epda year at the coo- Brame Berbene Braelte'lc
• • dier.
•.
Fandrich.
Wale Cahoon, Haney
Deputy Sheriff Hardie Helen and
prevent kola Lee
ierticipthe
Results Aram three widely erpieron tap el the menses" go- Otapaten, Kern Obeyer,
But so he /peke folkswing unPardorn.
N a mip aNiggig sat out of 000- Jalier Whiespy Jones went til the
6 Vera hag to Wee with their
Ceram Time* Fannin. Rietat Ann Carol Hibbard. and Mona
sted schools showed goad ~Irina
ion's 300-man Ford Council meet- ing to production winker&
Koenen, tree ocallegi . Soper McOuiston wane arid released
Llama
Huntee,
Bettye
him
and
subjects
Futrell,
Shirfey Ann lays, Danny
for Nunn.
The MAW waters. members of
ing Mendes, night. about 260 akillPrances Mil- Clouney lienger a 763-16117 or brought him to the courthouse
•
7. Juat between you and I, case
Hendon. Paaey Hopkins, J.uue Nell McGuisten and
At Kentucky Wesleyan at Owens.
ed ,poidarmen chanted dno, no. a group caning itself the "dollarler.
Smith
refused
medioal
attention.
Office
at
Distrkt
is important too.
Miggleld
the
,boru, Nurrn received 73 per kW
coinnetterhow- Hughes, Bonita Apnea. Mete Kline,
no," Id the background MY year, ariehour-now
His
Irma,
Martha
Sue
RyRekeoca
her
is
singed
and
his
dairt
d Don't write run-on-serteirm
341-31111.
Cathy Mariam Lae Major, Dense
of the votes while Henry
for the first time, the Milled ever, were demanding brats of
and tedart thaw breams on Leta
they are heed to readRamsey, Pete Roney•, Jecolyn an, Jenny Sue Smolt, and Juliet
Democratic nominee received 211
tradernen have the power to veto I $1 per hour in every year of the
WieiLs.
and
Smith's
is
is
ineriehed.
!
at use comings, which
per mist with a total at 201 nand
contract even before negotiations Rom Paul Rushing, David Smith,
the' rati011ei oaneact.
Doran,
and
Lou
Bleanor
He
add
one
of
the
men broke the
Darted,
aren't nensmary.
Phyllis Turner, and Eva Willman'.
at DIMNethimin Oannimrdlir Oslo
'lord forgive them for they began three months ago Reuther
bottle and annrehed hen•
Ruth Willman.
10 Try to not ever split
leg,' Nunn sot 58 plif imat ani
know not what they do." Reuther predicted they would ratify the
Murphy.
Nelda
Dar,
Charlene
I &lath mid that he had been
Ward 44 per cent with VIR Lam
pact
said .0, reply to the chant
Norma
Euidene Robinaon, and
trying to arch a known bootleg11 Is important to UJP epostroAt Transylvanio. NUM got N
Fteuther has scheduled a televisheld
at
the
ger who ih,eg on the Tennessee
Story
Hour
will
be
Nest tftilli11101111 Approval
Frank.
phe's ocrrealy.
Murray-Callowee axintY lelbran side of the stair line arid comet:t- per cent arid Ward 42 per 'cent
The oounal overytheirninglY ac- ion appearance on a local station
12. Prcotread your writing to
with 170 voting.
on Wednesday. Ooteldr 25, from ad this activity with the
cepted the tentsalve settlement for noon tockty, pramerably to
Incident
0 see if any words out.
At each whoa& the voting was
eist beton midnight Monday. Reu- explain the tenni of the connect
three to four ain•
yeaterday. He add the two mai
13. Cornet
eU'rs is es-ntial
This al be in the form of a Itoit hint to gun trying to catch open to all aturients and ownther mid about 98 per cent ci the to the workers and to urge than
--11kluention Reporter
Mrs. Trooa Ceowford and her
Hospital
was done by supporters
elineceik Hour' with ghost and the boeuessese
delegates voted in favor of the to approve the agreement.
fifth made class of Ketsee School
new three-year pact calling for •
witch stories being Wad by °arum- • The, brawnier eaweeii hes been of both Nunn and Ward. At KMThe Kentucky Pest and Tunes
apent Saturday at the Port Donel04
sabethrown
and
at
Kentucky
Cerupus — Adults
ed story teller&
$1.01 an hour rare in the third
selling Hazel young PeoPle beer
Star ecbtion of the Ceeennati Past
son National Park at Dover, Term,
7
Census — Nursery
Halloween refreshments will be and wham awl LIM his been Wesleyan, the polls were officially
oar
and Times-Star cones out with •
as a part of their allutly of United
litionsored by the school newsAdadielleas, October 22, 1967
served. Chiidren of all ages are trying to aside
If the union's Ford workers acIlsolth said.
big story an the front peee about
States history MR** to the Cell
pigment At Tea:ley/van* Cloilege,
Arlon P 'Pyle'. iUmo, Joe Hal invited to *Attend.
cept the new pact, Ford ansembly
The two repneseneed Lemedves
the Brown Recluse Spider
War.
the poll had been garikeed by
Spears 1102 Poplar, Mturay; Mrs.
knee could Mart rolling before the
as friends af the 6
oribleggsr. Smith
both the Young Democrats and
The group went tsy bus driven Ila St. Glogiese Rural Route 2.
They received the a deeepnetc1 dis- end of the week.
Mrs /knew' Jane Aaron of
the You
Republicans. but the
Ford's 90 plants In 25 dates
by Mrs. Leorsard HIS. driver, sc- Menge% Stephen M. Selman, 103%
tribution of the Unneesse% of Ken._
Murray Route Flee died suddenly
Young Democrats backed out at
North leltie Murray; Mrs. Sherry
VISITING SONS
Lucky release on the spider atm have been still for 48 Ches, since at her home lad it at 945 companied by eight &epergnes,
South
the last minute from mongering
Mesdarnes Alvin Came. hackie Ft. Starts and boy, 306
and a whole new furor has been the okl contract expired at mid- pm She was 76 years of age
the poll. claiming they had not
Jefferson Princeton; Mrs. Mamie
Hill Cherry advisor at the Murnight,
Sept
6
Morton,
Carter,
James
Harrison,
rained in that area about this
The deceased arid her husband,
had enough time to prepare for
The Ford Council, convoyed of
Bob Montgomery. Rechard Tow- Hall, 914 Wakirop. Murray; Galen ray State Uneensty Agriculture
Doctor and Mrs Woodfin Hut- the election Jeff Saiembler. chairBurkeen, Rural Route 1, Dexter; Club presented the program at
delegates fern 61 local unions a- decree Millbrae are natnes of ers., Beach, and Grata Mona
left Friday for Colorado man of the Young Kentuckians
and tad
Charles Pittman, New Coward; the IIIII1U11.1 frogman barbedue held NM
ernes the country, dehberated for Stewart County. Tenn
Tbs adversity departed draticaiSprings to visa their son, Lieuten- for Nunn at 71reuenevanis ecenThe park guide showed the films Mrs AWN), Jones, Rural Route 2, Octane 18 at the Livestock
Omer four hotels before tahilier made their home on Murree Route
• from accepted ecientific proant John Huteon end Mrs. Hutaon. minted. "They won't have enough
the final wee Cray a .nattering Five since the fine of this year. at the educational center and took Benton; Mrs Mackie Holland, 423 ion.
cedure in the handelne of this
From there they wIS 'Hy to Fort time to prepare for November 7.
Survivone
are
her
huaband,
three
Mrs
Flay
the
group
on
a
tour
cif
the
park
Murray,
lith,
of
South
rides
rotor
dinned
cherry
of
heeds
went
agatnet
the
up
dhalbuten. mince they apparently
Dix, New Jersey to den then either"
Thin to accept the contract, daughters. Mrs Tom Wofford of and other hastolosi points of in- Andrews Mier Route 3, Murray; Murray NNW Disreettr.
awed any pug reporting of this
other was. captain Richard HutGrantte
City.
In.,
Mrs.
Damper,
At Kentucky Wesleyan Nunn reRoute
I,
terest
In
the
area.
aural
MON%
hundred
perBria
dki
Niprmilinsegte
ant
which 'al rase the average Peed
son and Mrs. Hutson and two ceived 171 votes and Ward 00. At
110.1r•
Bentele.
sons ewer prime.
water's flablY by $1,700 In the Royer of Sulphur, La.. and Mrs.
Members
of
the fitth grade are
ernxboris are and Jon Eric. Elesibetheown, Nynn got 81 to
Thomas BMWS of Murray Route
es. Borne furor amend scene thild year of the pact
Doctor Hutson will attend the Ward's 72 At Tranetivania Nunn
Five; three melte say Mnton of Meta Compton, Patin Burteen,
FISH DITTINS
tradllne
for
ratification
of
---71111111111 Sen. In lailteeldeler
telleallar et. The Amerran Am
Paret—
, tenn, Janus- Obelle Pakon Demme Mortars. Janet three% Cahad 100 votio and Ward TO.
Hultman, Sal W. 'Three kittens am available se
flake
S.
Mrs.
akar showed up hem in Comy of Pereceiontoingy being heed
of Pain Basch. FL, and Hayden thy Senders, Dann& Tucker, Janet
These Nom victories followed
Praire' A. pets and nem be Oilin at Tucker
llearnee
Mrs.
We ran pktures putaelte,
Milton at IndkramoUs, hid ; one Bieck, Jan Todd, Glenda McLeod, Key, 410 &Mb Oh, ?all;Jacob Real
dark, mother in Weehington. De, before re- on the heels of a landeekle victnry
end silt the information on this
seater, Mrs Deere Fisher of Dover, Dianna Harrison. Margaret Greer,
at Murray State University on
L. Mahan. land Satre
likernie; is Siamese.
1111 turning to Murray.
Andbell and unred fats to quit
Tenn; one brother, Ernest Rase- Marilyn Green, Teresa Johnson, Mrs. Seirefa Zing, 013
Wednesday. October 18, where
Sherri
McKinney,
Rhone&
PON,areund in dark corners, tinTowery,
man of Carrolton. Ky, 22 grand.
Nam raptured 79, of the 1.200
Marelle; Mir Ruby r3sagese 1624
Karen
•
-MMet etc.
Carter,
Janet
Collins. and,'
children, ten great grandctuldren
votes cad.
lieentien. Ilkirray; Wm Sadie
West Kentucky — Mostly windy
Hal,
Renee
Dins
Medd. tilleran
Funeral arrangements are ins
.00Odellitel, Rural Route 1, Almo;
Dr. ofir Lemons had several care and mild thee afternoon and eer- complete but friends may call at felt. Penny Higgins, I
ItO
Illrethe Windsor. Box 375,
Uweight
with
scattered
showers
ie
bitten
by
ha',
Jackie Tabera, MIN alliessiolL
gam bar. MN Mai
the Halo* _ Colanan Funeral
Ines lime; Mrs. Katherine BraTorn Monteromery, Lard Andorra.
Minn ltindran rot Warted out and thunderstorms becoming num- Home.
ant girl, 410 North 8th,
Larry Orb, tennis Bean, Gary
S analleint which nratated in fie erous late this afternoon and aridMurray; Ma. Connie Paschall,
Thurmand. Bob Hargrove, Gary,
WIN damage as pcalible to the a, early tonight. Clearing and
Rural Route 3, Puryear, Tenn.;
Carla, Darrell Butler, Gary HarIndloidual titat treatment early burner (xeder late tonight and
Clothe) Monts, Rund Route 1,
For those folks who like the old
per. Lynn Hill. Dennis Cram Jameras the key, mince the venom of Wednewled. Nighs this afternoon
Murray; Mrs. Odelia Imes. Algso.
fashemed or slow time, they'll have
Nichols, and Michael Black.
this grirUoular /gilder has an ul- Inontly upper 70e, with routherly
their day this coming Sunday,
winch 16 to 26 miles per hour.
cer:rum eke effect on ddn tissue.
October 29 That is the day MurLows tonight In the 40.1. Highs
MURRAY LIONS
Do Due Nguyen and Nguyen
ray and Calloway County will go
Dr. Lee Thansend. State Enterno- Wedneeciso upper 50e to lower
Calloway
bar* to slow time.
• kart at UK rent out the release ens. Chance of Wind Roads over 35 Milk Town, vLsitors from Smith
Clocks should be teL beet an
The Murray Lions Club MR meet
males per hour neat heavier thund. Vicenam, will be present at the
sill over the date.
hour Saturday night on retiring
tonight at 630 pm. at the Mureratorm centers. Probabliity of Calloway County 4-H Teen Club
th when yosi woke up Sunday
ray Woman's Club House. All
Next thing you know they'll be measurable rainfall this afternoon meetirw which will be held at the
morning yeti will have craned back
High members are urged to attend.
Comte
The
Calloway
announcing that malaria is spread 00 per cent and 50 per cent to- Oallowee County Aerial/tuna Exthat hour you let last April.
night. Outlook Thureday is fair tension Office tonight at 7.00 pen echos' Bind was pictured in the
by the Mosquito.
If you retire at 10.00 pm SatThey will show slides of South Monday tissue of the Mayfield MI*NWT WEDNESDAY
and coot
urate, night, turn your clock back
Vietnam arid will discuses their scrwea as it was marching in the
FIVE CIT A TIONS
youth program. AS youth that are seventh annual KiIVAlliS Marching
to 9:00 pm, and you will wake up
The International Reading AsKentucky Lake: 7 am 3542. up 14-19 years oicl and interacted in Band
an regular erne.
Spectacular at Mayfield sociation will meet in the ReadFive eitatiors were teemed by 0.1; below dam 302,1, itf 01.
October 29 is the day set all over
the 4-H Club wort are Invited to -Saturday.
ing laboratory of Dr. Robert AlBartley
Lake:
7
am.
8648,
up
the Murree Police Department no
the nation for a return to slow
attend this meeting.
The Calkeway band was entered sip at Murray Bate University on
Waelengton, Richard M. Nixon chats with
in
POLITICKING
0.1:
below dam 3052, up 02.
f
Monday and Monday night They
tiros Feet time in Murray and
The Chrome W. Dunn family is In the Olsen C competition at the Wednesday. October 25. beginning
Sen. Everett Dirksen, R-111, before a battery of reporters.
Sunrise 7:13; sunset 6:09.
were aro for speeding, aro for
Calloway Cour* extended frail
heit to Do Due Menai. The Olen event attended by over 5000 per- et 4 pm. Al teacheni and interRepublican can oust President
other
any
or
he
Nixon
says
Moon rises 10:131.1:'
!widens driving, and one for not
the last Sunday in Aptil to the
Kelso fernier la host to Nguyen sona. The kcal band is directed ested parents are invited to atJohnson from the White House.
having a oily sticker.
last Sunday in October.
Dant Toon.
tend.
by Mm Carolyn Pigue.
Edgar Wilkinson and Alvin Harrell are starting on Edgar Shirley's new home across the road
from us. We stopped by and asked
Edger if they needed any advice.
te He told us no, telt he couid use
somebody to dig the footing.

Fire Danger Great
County Ranger Warns;
Use Burning Hours

Singed As Whiskey Poured On
, Him And Lighted; Scratched

(=

•

am. owed. 'math.,

Lady Golfers Plan
Final Golf Day

Ford Plants. Stilled For 48
Days, May Open On Weekend

issear
Derfair
S
eire

Nunn Ahead In
Three College
Election Polls

•

c.a,

you

)

ward.

Story Hour To Be
Held On Wednesday

Kirksey Class Visits
Fort Donelson Park

lot

Out

Report

art-

Mrs. Emma Milton
Dies Last Night

Bill Cherry Gives
Program For Club

,

aft.t.. An ere

IffitIlIER REPORT

Turn Clocks Back One
Hour Saturday Night;
Slow Time Will Return

South Vietnamese To
Be Guests Of Teen
Club Here Tonight

High Band
Pictured In Paper
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I LEDGER

Is

TIMES - MURRAY, NENTVCICT

THE LEDGER roc TIMES

Pressure Is
Great For
Top Standard

MEILISKED by LEDO= a TIMES PUBLISIMICI 00IKPANY.
Comoluistatia cal Me Metre/ Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Thmarkignitl, Oaten SO, latik and ibe Wert Karitudilaw Jemmy
1. LW&
JAMBS C. WILLIAMS, PLIBL15111121
*alratelit le reject any Admeanow Lagers to Is War.
or
aims Midi, in our oon. are oot for gm ban Inair madam

DOWN CONCORD
WAY

TUESDAY - OCTOBER 24, 1967

Almanac

Sr David Nydiek
by Vaned Prom latarreatimial
iP Ethaesteen fliseetalfot
Today is Tuesday, Oct. M. the
There ha-, been a onneastent Inlath thy of Mgt with al to fol- creowe
of educational profane on
low.
audeata parent*, and sti3unia. The
ilatiliced a the Poet Office, Morey, ILmobiacky, foe tem:semi:moo as
The moon is between Its full demand fur higher
Aundttrds and
By Estelle Stakelead
Second ame Matter.
phase and lad quarter.
hoproved promeno hos resulted in
Oneher Kt- LOW
The
morning
stars ere Venus eduastiond peoparns whsch
11111111111111WTIONB&
ray, per week Ms. pa lamith
are
CieMber has st•atslaMae beau- and hipitar.
slopes-Ku to thew hi ps.st yeurs Is
SUL la falig•Iff dad UMW..emanni ger yew. ei.M.
NIML WM weather mei tioimAd mane.
The muning sears are Mem and this pressure geed for
as it uderie
ery to meat& We need to roma- Saturn
.b..• 'Tat Oebessdas Civis 'Asset a a Came/nay
ea
Thire have olideinly been many
ber
podenion to prevera our
On tho day in haws:
erimeigy
ass Iliewspaqp•re
beneficial
mint
A coneentration
goiroimg kter when the coki
In Mai, the Met teems was on math and
Memos hes brougat
dreary ages mike pmemins of sent acres
=WAY - OCTOBER 34, 367
the United Saks mato excellent L..-__..2
o•
in lame
us_
Chlifornis chief Justice
Esmawn area&11w amalgams& have been
Eme isses satin= putting Its Field
messaged President LItionn brought up to ditto so that
they
finisbing touch en another year In
Washington.
refloat the nods of our prevent
remain me of the sunset years
tn 111110. women's blistery made society Improved melbotis
highway construction Laborers on Interor inwidth matalt Olt us are nearing
$2 AN PIOUS. SAME AS MEN, is the pay of these
of nylon were placed an male for struction are now in
benaso OM,
t steam rhoiso artaran *Teen
me in many
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1967
TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

Week of 10-19-67
Team Standings:
* CUL 4 6:30 BEATLE SPECIAL-"A Hard Days
-Night". Demons
22 2
Dateline Today
Newheat
Nightowk,
18
6
:15 Sport'. Weather I Weat htr. Sports
17
7
Death Valley Days Garrison's Gorillas Ntrttli
:30 I Dream of
Redbirds
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:45 Jeannie
8
apart's
15
9
Jerry Lewis Show Marshal Dimon
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13 11
. 1 30
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"
The Invaders
L. Az S
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a ...A :41
I"
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Strikes
10 14
* CLR. 4 11:15 Jerry Lewis stars in rollicking fairy-tall Moody Macs
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17
.00 Movie
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5 19
.
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NTPD
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2325
I World
L & S
.:00
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2242
Hollywood Palms
I CBS TV Reports
114
Redbirds
=34
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1932
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* CM. 411:11 Up-to-date news for up-to-date
1930
ans.
Redbirds
1907
00 10:00 News
Big News
10:00 New,
IIIgb Ind. Game (H('I
:15 Weather. Sports
Weather Sports
Roland Wolfe
229
:30 Tonight Stv.w
Million $ Movie'
Joey latehop Show Start Bohanan
Darlene Brewer
:41
217
L J Hendon
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Prances Ltvere
211
:30
Jim Livers
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:45
Betty Darnell
211
High tad, Series (Stretch)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1967
Jim Neale
5.59
WEDNESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
Darlene Brower
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Judy Parker
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.00 Boym and the
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Stan
Bohannon
:15 Early Birds
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543
:10
Highway Patrol
Peggy Hendon
443
:41
"
High Team Game (UC)
Country Junction
The Bozo Show
400 Today
Snares
826
Weather I with Midi* Hill
Niatitowls
777
"
•-30 Today
1
Red RIrd.
I News. Weather
.41
774
Klett Tests Game (Seratehl
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I".
News I Kangaroo
:111
"
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094 ,
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I
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•
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I
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45 ley Report
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W. L.
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"
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Liberty Super Market
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"
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.
1
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1 Rat Petrol
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e
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1
"
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•
Ho anti into
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Investors
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"
I Movie
College slap
10 10
:110 Won Per Tear
--Nfld.. amid the
Corvette Lanes
9 15
:IS Life
Cullum
Murray Cablealsion
7 17
Jerry's Drive inn
2 77
News
1114 News
1 10.00 News
High Game (Scretch)
II Weather. Sports
Weather. Sports
1 Roland Wolfe
Recker
/15
I
The Toe;lirtst
Million II Merle
1 Joey Bishop
Bob Carpenter
272
:45 Show
I Show
Fred Stalls
209
Wet 9 Oaasai (110fa169)
Paul Ructions;

Eastern and Western Kentucky
universities go their separate ways
in search of an Ohio Valley Conference football title this week,
hramted by a
warning: "The
champion will lose a conference
game this year."
That's what Western's
coach
Nick De:nes mid before the HSItoppers and Colonels tied 14-14
Saturday to further delay the
naming -of a clear-cut leader in
the title race.
Ettaterri and Western entered
the game tied for the lead with
3-0 records Now they're still tied
v.ith 3-0-1 marts.
Ines' prediction could con*
true this weekend when Eastern
plays upstart Murray State and
Western hosts
defending
O'VO
champion Morehead.
Morehead and Murray are tied
for third piece in the league with
identical 2-2 records.
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Bob carpenter

READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS
SHOP AND BUY TOUR- TV LIKE
HUNDREDS OF OTHER FOLKS HAVE ...

The BEAUTIFUL CURTIS-MATHES
at

T. V.Service Center

41)

Phone

312 No. 4th Street

753-5865

"As Always, A Working Man's Friend"

S

OVERNIGHT SERVICE
Between
LOUISVILLE, MEMPHIS, NASHVILLE and ST. LOUIS

and
Murray, Benton, Hazel, Calvert City, Mayfield, Fulton

4

Paschall Truck Lines,inc.
Louisville

V

Nashville

584-2448

Memphis

525-1415

256-8007

St Louis

CE1 - 3275

Murray

753-1717

INTERLINE TO MOST POINTS IN UNITED STATES

Risdel Parks
Rub Diann
High Game (HC)
Harry Recker
Fred Stalls
2100 Carve rster
High $ Gams (19E)
13d1 99eftset
Glen Mccallon
!red Malls
Top Tell Averages
Hatton Garner
Jansen Neale
Rudel Parks

Delmar Brewer
Bob carpenter
Paul Diarlanan
Paul Heise
T C Ranrrove
Ift* Dunn
Clheirlea Chikaitt
E. H. lax

604
946
549
770
247
240
657
647
644
197
106
186
179
179
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ASTRO-SONIC STEREO
James Jordan. 41, former
Klansman u ho was guarded
by the 1111 la his Jacksonville,
hems aderly year.

UPI Major College
Football Ratings .
NEW YORK
- The United
Press International make coarse
fordligall rating, with first place
votes; and won .bat-tied record 1.1
parenthe.ses:
Team
Points
1 Southern MI
(3121 (6-01 745
2. UCLA
( 2) (11.0) 313
3 Clokrado
( 1) (5-0) 295
4 Terries/tee
(3-1T 220
6. N. Ostrollna St.
(60) 162
• Ottorsria
(4-1) 124
7. Purdue
(4-1) 124
8. wreathe
(6-0) 92
9. Houston
(4-1) /18
10. Notre Dame
(3-2) 50
fireond 10-11. Indiana 44; 12
Auburn 36; 13. Alabuto 18; 14,
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Announcing Geno's
NEW SPECIALS
Starting Wednesday, Oct. 25th
AND

(
4‘\
*try Wednesday
A.

WE WILL GIVE A

25c DISCOUNT
••••••-•

NO TUBES-Advanced solid-state circuitry
rcplaccs tube:, eliminates component-damaging
hcat; .ets an entirely new standard of
performance with lasting reliability.

On All
PLAIN or COMBINATION PIZZAS
FROM 11:30 A.M

to

11:30 P.M.

ALSO . . .

Monday Specials
11:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

SPAGHETTI or RAVIOLI
Served with our Special Garlic Bread,
Chef Salad,
and our own Homemade
SURIVISE WITNESS at trial of
18 men in Meridian, Min.,
on charges of murdering
three civil rights workers in
1964 la veteran Meridian
Police RIM Walters htillitr.
41 shown leaving court after
testifying that a Klan organizer and part time Pim Will
Baptist minister, Edgar R.
Killen, 41, said the Klan was
"going to take care of" one
of the victims. Another surprise witness la James
den, • former Klansman.

Li31.7 20; 15 illannesota and OUPhome 11; 17. Miami 7; 18, 7111Na
an. Florida State 6; 10. Texas
and Missouri 4,

174
172
171
171
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AHEAD

APOVE
NORMAL

The reetof !!•• anference members play non-conference roes this
week, Austin Peay plays Findlay.
Citsio: East Tennessee playa at
Quentin), Fa.; Tennessee Tech
travels to Chattanooga and Middle Tennessee goes to University
of Tennessee, Martin Branch.
In other games Involving conference teams last weekend. Morehead defeated Tennessee Tech 2116; East Tennessee whipped Murray. 8-7 and Mtddie Tennessee
outdistanced Austin Pray. 34-20.
Morehead Ind to stave off a
last quarter drive by Tennessee
Tech to pick up Es second league
triumph
713rremy Gray,
who's
usually

10
ENO OF
0(7061R

WEATHER

ID .5411

Is

I d

a. 1Pft:
grinding out yardage in Mon-head's which went 0-10 last year, la teas
behalf, helped sta:,1 Tech's diave 3-3.
Dicky Lyons' 96-yard kickaillf-reby making three unassisted tackles
turn for a touchdown was
In the lest few plays.
the only offensive sparkle forn'
quartertack
Freedman
Larry University of Kentucky as LbUtsGiaham helped East Tennessee to iana State
ced the Ih'iktcats,
ant Murray's three-game winning 30-7, in a
osnecotmung ba
et,
Arabic. Graham connected with Baton Rouge.
Rusty Miller on a two-point conTrallmg 9-0, Lyons tookie
version peas that gave the Tennessecend half kickoff back 95 yards
WWI their one-point margin over
for the Wildoats lone more of the
Murray.
evening. Prom there, the Tigers
The victory was East Tennessee's caught fire. scoring twice in the
third quarter and once more in
first against four lanes Murray, the
fourth.

Wake Up Your

PERISTALSIS
And Be Your

'St

etio 3
Aestaurant
3600 Wite Ismart,-un-----Kiautitul Contemporary
distorted music power -on* of eight authentic furniture
styles available at this modest coat.

Surpasses all other achievements
in the re-creation of sound!
Thrill to the exciting dimensional realism of Stereo
FM •Drift-free and noise-free Monaural FM•powet,ful. Alkii Radio • plus true stereo high fidelity fro
records•Two 12" Bass Woofers•Two 1,000 cycle
Exponential Treble Horns • Exclusive Micromatic
Player eliminates pitch distortions-banishes discetnible record and Diamond Stylus wear• Nowyour records can last a lifetime!

SMILING BEST
Peristalsla is the muscular action
of your digestive system. When
peristaltic action slows down,
waste materials can build up in
the lower tract. You can become
Irregular, uncomfortable, stuffed
The unique laxative formula
of today's Carter's Pills gives effective, temporary relief of the
irregularity by activating the
slowed -down muscles of the lower
tract and stimulating peristalsis.
So if you're sluggish due to irregularity, take Carter's Pills to
wake up your peristalsis and you'll
bounce back to your smiling best
Millions of satisfied users take
Carter's Pills for effective temporary relief of irregularity. Why
don't you. 49•,
•

Italian Souce at our

SPECIAL PRI('E of

Also see beautiful Magnavox
solid-state Portables from

$3990

TRADITIONAL SHIRTS
Tailored by:
* Gaut
* Creighton
* Eagle
* Van Heusen
in:
le• Stripes
Tatersals

"Your Complete Music Center"

Leach's Music& TV
Dixieland Shopping ('enter
Phone 753-7575

-

Chestnut Street

Murray, Ky.

JOE DORAN

BOB FORSEE

Store Manager

Sales Manager

po Solids

Oon Souder
"THE GENTLEMEN'S SHOP"

Art.'

,
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Brand(m-Gibson Fuoleutent
Mrs. J. B. Burkeera

CAMPUS TIME

Flume 7U-1I17 as 753-4947

• •

/Liss Julia Ann Fats is Wending
the colkse 4 gnenuecy at the
Uessersitg of Terineespe, Mown*
She &Monied the UT Mart=
Branch for Sc. years. Sae in the
daughter of Mr. sad Mrs. ircie-m-ed
P-tra cif li.teue One. Puryear. Tenn.
usi is 3 1266 graduate of Puryear
;h Sa•hool.
•••
A
University cd
&Limn B.snolt is Mai
Wa-ufred Fitts. dateihtes 01 Mi.
•
M-a. Edward rata ut Route
ane.
tem. She is major.Sz ap rauwal menoss and Is a
raduste of Purview Rip
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'fez,. Lloyd Correll
.,'freaker At Fidelis
Class Luncheon

_

.14.,.._

'Better Listen
To Grandma'

l

The day 01 tilial
is
=
a
ane
Chevrossit Iwo

fat

10••• wow Row DECK
You pet your selonoony now under
Nova• new sweat-bore roof
You pet your engine depeatlebiller
ender Novel rem !,-rg
hood You get your rust
prevention beneath Novas new
rounded lenders and larger body.
SWINIMILATTTE
Von get etedoweeraverst artraiskirki:
.-11%
-ighera rime* Is
*der tre mar suspensicn has
been rsd
and nem is a
cush,on-mountircf front end. Nora
IOW bi a thousand
pounds heaver. It rides with esuring
Seam and smoothneca.

1

111

Jatie

MISS MARG ARET SAVE BRA.NDON

SULIAL LALLNBAR

sirsyer

at the church a: ted SAL
lush Mrs Jaen W.cetalough in
aurae of the prugragn

• ••
Tuesday. October /14
The Stet:4y
rarestThe Marl Metnadst Church
Woman* Stedety 01 Chrtglies Ser- Teacbu Amonation will meet at
ene MK deers the week of the school at 7,$0 1,m. The first
and 'WWII
mothera will
1Val bantam cit theme muirnally ad- be hosteesee. -niesionient will
be by the fifth grade Dr Harbert
mired persona/Ay traits.
Saw ill be the featured meekBut he warned. accidents are
leading name ut death iinder M. er.
•••

His modusioris Dame after a
La year study ce accedence involvng children under LS. The
study was based on medical records of 11.000 Eset Elan Franc-ace
Last Say youngsters.

one's

Nancy

Mr. and Mrs. James te. Brandon of Murray If.
One announce
the engagimmot and approaching izsarr.ag.,of Wear 'wage* daughter.
Margarec Faye. to Anse Specialist Pourta Gas James A_ Gebenn, me
d Mr. and Um Adred Orison of Trent.m. Transmute.
Agin kunne....a as a graduate tie Cellustay County High &hoot sod
01 Freed-Hiedeman College. Iffekiereon, Tennessee. She•premently
angelepp& est Use Bank 4 Murray.
*vie Gibson is a. graduate 01Trenton High Send He as presently a patient at Walter Reed Mops& Washington. D. C., reasivering
tram wounds rooe.ved in VII12111•1 in February.
A irittog letdown Is bong pined.

The Plea Method-it Char. r Woman's goesety of Cluman Berri=
s..11 dimerre the MI to pi-Min end
se-I denial a/ the Hale Chapel
tram ttat am, to noon wen Mrs.
.1 B. Vidam oa charge ad the
Prograra.
Women of Vire Presbyterian
Church wul perncipate M a deft
cho at Ma chur..h. beginning at
re,343 sus Each perx,n
rabid te
br.rig ker UnIll act Alexia Winans.
sc...eurs. heedies. etc.

Fashionettes

The Ogna eirtike Cult w.l.: meet
at the country dub at nine am
Mach member may bring a rambler or non member guest. Lausch
will be served with the dessert
Carnahan and the ,
rad RAU,
rest being potluck
.
•..

beuiir

NEW ALL OVER
The grille Is new The ,raeriol
is new (There's even a special
custom lailliaiesipOu can orr.:er. the
likes of which no economy
car hit emir
before ) The standard WI is bigger.
mons
powerful. So Is me Standard Sit with its
new Monotet carburetor Mat ceoildbeelle 10 greater
efficiency, economy and performance. There ara (many new
safety Maturej. including
energpidiedelting annum odiaA
GM-deed111011111111Styymbsoetting joak song with this proved
oloceto•
column. And wren
you equip a Nova with the
SS pockapt. you look out ore*
a
utucInch Turb0-r.re VS

The Mairray Owl Scout Amore- 1
&ion sill rivet at the Scout Goal
and
at rune am. All
Mho.as are requested to attend.
•••

F-ont to back, Chevy 0 Nova's
now a &icing enthirsialire
kind
of car but, lorlonstely for
you. it %WI comes
a latIlg
enthusinit's idle al ado& Very I.

all

• • •

=Ow
Holcomb Chevrolet Inc.
now at your Chevrolet
dealer's.

MI'RRAT. KE.N1

1.41111

nom. Ty:

lee

•

ICS*Mts.

•

The sun in one second
radiates more energy than

man has used since the beginning of civilization. In
three

days the sun produces as much heat
and
light an would be
obtained
by burning the earth's
entire resources of coal
and
oil-plus all its forests.
Safe, even heat will be enjoyed by
your family when you heat your
home with Ashland Fuel Oil. Your
Ashland Oil Distributor will make
prompt delivery even during the
coldest weather. Re warm and secure
this winter with dependable, cleanburning Ashland Fuel Oil CaU
today for prompt, friendly service.

•

Ashland
"Rimpir

•••

Ashland Fuel Oil ... efficient, dependable,
economical

likieday. October 30
The Kerrey State University
Women* Society nenthe bridge
will be held at 7:30 p.m. In the
Student Union cafeteria. IA yots

7

-

f‘NA

Children living In the
tropics do not mature
earlier. Actually they grow
more slowly than youngsters in colder climates,
reach maturity later and
generally are shorter.

Thersdar. Detente IS
The Manuel* Chub will meet at
A..._Laintitanst.
1006 Onsikur Faros Road at 2 30
p.m A IMUMV)A1 program will be
I
.preasested.
•••
i
mil aim Department at the
Marrs, Ilioatoo's °tub will have
an aline IIIIRMilli at the nub house
to 7:29 Ilm- Dr. golloit ilehtah
old be the mental besith speaker
Iketessea will be Mesdames Jack
likoley. John T. Lrvan. Rath Meekwood. Marks U. Baker, Dick
%bet C. H. Rune. and John C
Querteramous.
•••

Saterady. October 21
The A.:Pha Unpin-1m Wilt of th,i
Murray Woensn's Club slid have
.ts man luncneon at the club
home. Haatemes will be Mesdames
ite 8 Diuguld. Earl /*melee, P A
Hart, Leonard Vaughn. fieiburn
Ihernsue Brown, and Min
Mary Lassiter.

• • ......0.41101.11 nap •••••••1 S41.
C.imery flNowa Gra* 0.••••
•••kor
ad Wadi.
nod& new.
•Irsa•••1 01100.c..ol os0 1.00%Itaa •••••• Saila Tim ••••• '•'
OLD. whose Co.$21.1
SO 4
Owe.. 0411••••••••• spronel
sone s.d ixra
odacona'

wiouth 12th !Street

•• •

Per Abby's new booklet nollad
Teenagers want to know.- wmii
$1 to Abby. Bes .27•11, Lan Angeles
CAL OM,

Afr

Grove 126 of the Woodmen of
'the World will meet at the WOW
Hall at 7.20 pm.

For so 11ifi°3'226100

Se 01•00•61 ih• wimp limy

•••
DEAR ABBY: In the book of
etiouebte it says that all personal
noose Imo* be scittni Iseither
dast blue or bleak Ink Will. how
abed a pgadenderial Inabenan etio
Ms nothing but GRUEN Ink'
This man is to proud of the fact
that dm Is leek that he never Os
orlybodly 'argot it tor • minute Be
wears green all the time His ranne
Is painted green. He drums a green
ear, and be bas cute Wee shamrock design& ris everything front
he busmen utak:wry to his mailbox. Don't you think
someone
-err
might to tell that "Joie (ire
Giant" that ORRIN un Is not
considered good etiquette'
KNOWS Willa
DEAR KNOWS: ram men It
woolds't tame him And bed bet
yea his shIlleiegh that he's gained
nen by being
a -prideedimal
leklassaa" than he's lest
• ••
Problems? Write to Abby. Boa
WOO, lan Angeles.
. MON For
a pensinel reply. inclose a stamprd.
self-addremod envelope

it aFACT. vcv

I

gsl••••••

•

member&

*

mow

get Ittlirrnd or die visit degrsce us
I told her that sus the 'MOS
attitude to take. but eths Awl, bet
elloseat •eare,--11ws-ioriat-tha-bay
Haag you ate adds, co glve hey
Wee reads your &radars every day.
I hoke you w.11 print em .h-nte
to help us with this s.....ustIon as
she Is shout to dews her Pa and
me nuts. Thank pm
HIIR aim
DEAR MOM: I could give yaw
daughter plenty of adv.-. het dee
hasn't asked me fir :my. Tell her
that eves II she gets herself •Iii
a. flit," you May not <omen( to
Use marriage. And let her know
that her threat. to -dn./race" yoU
do not frigates you. she can Miami* only herself.

Wednesday. Oeleter II
Tao iltaneama Ages one through
ea/hi, ad me Fun Beeptet March
will abet at Um elmadh at 4 Id
p.m and IVO to Dan SLI4Oke".11 dairy
farm tor a Inlitsween party.
•..

C.OUPE

Get WO tome and pone.
bib..

DEAR ABBY: I am a wick:a.
having loved
my husband sory
Murk atter incia; many hay
revs- olia-itio. Now, after a -Fosso Asap time. I am impala denpany with & fine raan ani has
been a widower tor a like peritid.
He almo loved kus w to rem, muds
and had a NIPPY life with her.
Atby. I love this meld. sad would
like to stand toy nrioodotot leers
with him. The trouble la that alLao I'm sure he. knee me, too, he
feels that by matrying &gam in
would b... disloyal to the mentors
wife. Secatato of this
91 higi
at, are lasing precious time that
we could be 3pencling together'

first

So much more
car
'68 CHEVY II NOVA

by Abigail Van Buren

Rev. Llm d Cry'
dir cct
01
Sc Bantu Budent Un co
Murray St-ate Calvet.? tv wait In,Met
Beaker at the- luncheon =Ming
rf the FLI,
'3 Sundzy School
of the rirmt Baptist Church die.c:
7hday Cetoher 30, a' moat
at
the tellowatan hall of ,the criurc4
'Ito speaker nos seeminted by
1 H.
;AL_La (hi Qs
sherols. who had bc.n ntrulactit
I immesh
'
. that a perrem 1:AL
tae clam p.:e.d.nt. Mrs. 1..'
"fall In lost" more titan Circe
MoCuistan.
a Mourne and that after lasing
a a.. C.
Is the cam
beloved mate, in lane. Wu
tesdaW.
heart -heals" and thee is 110 depresfru were Masa Capkiyalty us finding henpersees with
Pa Beak% Nellie Mae Wyman. and •nother
JUALLa Jonas. Meadarnes Beulah ,
!treys
What is your nemscant an
Hicks. Anse Hodge&
S L Horn, Rey Hurt, C C Janda widows and widowers caring for
each other and making new Meg
PoW KM*. J a L•rui. Taa
li.ithts Saunders. Tipton Tuck- together.
er. atoms Upchurch. Neva WaIXa.
If001/40
C Jews. Thy MoOtuston. lk.
LEAR HOPING: It as said that
and Mrs. H. 0. Chiles. Res. saal
ewe whe has known true happiness
Mrs. Cornell and eon. Shawn.
In marriage and has lost his mate
• ••
'mai remarry fee he realise% the
married state and wishes le kaow
Is again. I agree with yes. Bet It
ibunanaled g:ems are nakusg year widower friend balks at ntarheedilnee and Whim deeknere VW*, no matter what his readell.
blos Tiger Morse &ma Dims Dew 110 probably dolma I w•nt to get
conlenue to enieriment with elect. murk& SO. if sou do. don't waste
ro-knolnesionst
matersak
neon any wont precious the, ea him
lightmg ank Meek boat for the
• ••
new tic-up select Working closely
DEAR ABBY: My daughter, vino
with deeignem such as theme. batu27 eretneera are -lumen an" Is 15. is think** of getting mar[be Wham held with speren pow- ried to • boy of 16. I taw tiled
er-penks Medi can be worn em- to talk her into gestung until she
fortadc with the bgertrun urele•. funnies high mahout. This it her
fun hennas mita. level. Mos brat year
Recently she told her father and
have not been contacted oak
that If we didn't give her per0.agraae 763-411110.
lAy
m marry she will get her714-71164. or Martha TWO& 11i ! salt in a Si the lots cid
is do.
•64.
I and then we MB have to be h.:

it

a

Past Rules
Furniture Taste

The Second Time
Around for Few

4

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
Old Concord Road & R.R. Ave.
Phone: 753-5424

Murray. Kenavail
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LSU Says This
Their Year
*For SEC Title

.HtTwo Top Teams;Two
Witi Run Head-On Nov.18th

then Last meek UPC won this top
By SANDY PRISANT
UPI llowts Writer
ranking for the fourth straight
IHOW YORK BPI - The city of week wan • total of 346 Potato
tris Angeles-the third hugest in
The Brutes 6-0 got two first
Goy KUM APELM.
the nation-is not usually what Pew* voted and collected 313 points
Tenuessee is backed by "Or.thee
you have in miad when you think -33 lees than the Trojene
Power," 14011/1111til• &ate say. L.Li.b
Colorado, marching toward the
s natio "ocelege tom*
Ule goer 44 Lair l'iStat, alai the
But the iptowlInie metrapolis is Beg EV* talko, virtually eluninated
dtailtiestatern Wafer---conently the home of the na- the Ourobsager• hopes of a fifth
cane ountoucisraisu otalY wealt for
ATLANTA, Oa. - Albert Dorm hens top WO nikted Willter foot- eiringth Logue cram while Mthem tostunibte.
California ing their ea% record to 5-0. The
One va.0 topper Una week-Oar- osed Me to be 100, but he'll pro- ball tempa-Souttiero
birth- and UCLA. It's the Kret
the Golden Ihdesloes received the only
AA nag 6 tra--whea tee 1160ra ay bably never tekve a happier
"vrate Demerara for a beutie be- day beeemoion Mon the hat be Ida, 1 & 2 barna have been from other brat place vote a.nd amassed
aity and the anhoole are alb Pints
die
tween the ueadlooteil fie.0 dealer. had vibes be was 83.
The /Wien/eve bac* for Teralleesee scheduled to meet Nov. 16 in Me
The ZI-14 Ves suffered by preThe wumer won't La tisane ire,
vipusla winotifl-reaked Pisegle sistal
edhar Mamas Teudeerat ...id lea turned 22 last Saturday, and he Las Medal Coalmen.
marked it by le/Mug the Vole
UtliC led by 0. J throplean'S 236- the 2443 tickles( liar Tailpipe
14 PAY MandoKora.lIM Lrat: Mad
isit with Ote to a 24-13 upset (4 mighty Ale. yards rushing woki two touchdowns Waimea ,:ax Alispause not onlY
411311111
gum.
SatUrday, sparked the Tro)ans to helped UCLA and Clolorado, but
end.
Dorms loteretgiod three Ala- • 264 vistory over Washington I sterted a chain reaction that MufThe Crimson 'tale wee knocked
bama. mates to the fourth (neat- tp Madly. the eV Mot in the fled every position in the top 20
out of the lewd ts the Vor..
trellobark see* *My be * 36-member except the top spot.
Iota eaturctry, but Aleleania Pooch Si to MS_ the rlde
The Vokinteams I-1 used their
Pool -Sear" dorm vainiett Wane /wpm and ran toe hack for a Halted Fuss kiewastional Board
victory over the Crimson The to
ani the of Caspliss.
•lots to beware when he mud, "1 11-yard tousanlOWLI
Southeastern Book of the Week
Ateanwtide, secouttranted Pia- move Into the fourth evigion in
=admit eve-170003 hal written us
award.
ci.* was beaten. thibline UCLA ails MINIM IMPIPII three uouzlao
de-except ose."
"Al Dorsey came tiP with three to move into the No. 2 mot with from loot west, tee biggest Mei)
The Vies /sett/lady soratoried the
the way Tenneenee a 21-16 victory over Stanford. by OW team le the tap 16.
Tble atter beaL.ng Manama for bid ones," la
The WWI. detgete Alabama's
00191w3o Wituantied the Western
(Jae Itret Lane auk* lath Ottawa Ousch Doug Dickey deeoribeci
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15 BULLS

Calloway County will not be split by 1-24, a FENCED,
LIMITED ACCESS INTERSTATE HIGHWAY with one
place to get on and off in the entire county.

Instead ...
We are getting U.S. 641 four-laned, an UNLIMITED
ACCESS HIGHWAY with connector road at Benton to the
Purchase Parkway and on to 1-24 when completed.

Furfkzermore ...
We are getting this NOW ... instead of waiting perhaps five years or more for completion of 1-24.
If Calloway County has been "isolated" industrially by this arrangement, how is
it we have had decisions by TWO LARGE INDUSTRIES TO LOCATE IN OUR
SINCE THE FOUR-LANING OF U.S. 641 WAS ANNOUNCED? Do
you think these industries wmdd be locating here if they had to wait five years or
more for 1-24 to come through here.

couvry

We have HENRY WARD to thank for both these industries because of the fourlanirmg of U.S. 641 which was authorized by him as State Highway Commissioner.
This will mean dollars in the pockets of all in this area as soon as construction begins
shortly.
Since 1960, the year Henry Ward was appointed Highway Commissioner, Kentuchas never ranked lower than fifth among all states in total miles of highway construction, in spite of being among the financially poorer states.

HEAD
85 FtMALES

SPECIAL ATTRACTION
20 CLUB STEERS - SELL
Location:

A. Carman Sale Pavilion
Murray State
University Farm

This year Kentucky LEADS THE NATION in miles of
highway construction contracted.

1

HENRY WARD is recognized as
one of the leading highway
administrators in the nation.
The Best Way...

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
100

Fortunately ...

The only possible way this could have been accomplished, with Kentucky's comparatively limited financial status ,is by get ting everything possible out of every dollar
of highway department money.

Registered Angus Sale
•

•
•

ky

Moonlight Sale

•

?ACM !XVI

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Florida entertabis Van-1 £1
derbik after both took Imet Saturday off. Alleolgoipla
hue to I
Nowition, and blisieeppl
•
I6oYa st Mork* State.
etati I
Mengesis. Mate meets Suutheru
Mos.
Jocemo end Thiene entertains/ Georgia Ti.
Cleina40/1,

BEACHCOMBERS-Shari QuFun, 22, and Brure Johnson, In his
forties, listen to a sea shell In Loa Angeles as they costcmplats "going native" as beachcombers on a South Sens
island SO miles from Pago Pago. They will take only cant.
era equipment and a Frivimsult ;piece and start from scratch.
Making their own tools aed "catchier their food.
,

To show our appreciation is to VOTE FOR HENRY
WARD and the DEMOCRATIC TICKET November 7.
Paid for by Calloway County Democratic Committee, (iene Landoll. Treasurer
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MARTIN OIL CO. CYPRESS RESORT
—Smartin Up With Martin'.

Street

Phone 753-6800

We SpecWise m
so AUTO RADIOS
Alio Berrice
so TRANSISTOR
RADIOS
r• TV SETS
000D SUPPLY of
BPEARERS and

SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

— FREE —
PICK-E P and DELIVERY

LNTENNAS

Phone 753-1613

ANDREWS RADIO-TY SERVICE
265 So. 7t1 St.

MORGAN'S

ROSE'S

RESTAURANT

WHEEL

On Cypress Creek

ALIGNMENT

so TIRE BALANCING

FOR THE BEET IN ...
• CATFISH
00 SEA FOOD

Murray. Ky.

205 No. 4th Street

Murray, Ky.

so MAKE SERVICE
so MUFFLERS

ao RHO ASTED CHICKEN
so STEAK DINNERS

so TIRES

Phone 753-1351
are & Olne Streets
Murray, Ky.

FOR PRIVATE PARTIES
Call 436-5496

WALDROP SAW & LOCK SHOP
"BEST IN

207 So. 7th St.

LOCKSMITHING AND SAW WORK"
Phone 753-6233

HUTSON cHir.CAL

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN

CO.. INC.

"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE Is ot
MAJOR BUSLNYSS"

INCORPORATED

Call Ras lime

Your

753-1933

Dealer

lizer

TOMMY

1 our Pre.criptiss Carefully a Accurately
•.0
,
11.P0:1 W. Railroad Avenue

1111011

See

TWIN LAKES
Coonhunters Club
to. te

VW

CARROLL

Phone 7.7,1-11856
hestnat street
Murray, Ky.

MILLER
Funeral Home
"Your Competent Funeral

4

Home"

'AIL:•

492-8'724
— so01211
.1112
I MILES 115? or RAMIDEN. ILINITTRT

4th a F•ori.,K

9

HAZEL, KENTUCKY

mom!753-1372

7db & POPLAR

Remember—TAYLOR MOTORS
"WEST KENTUCKY'S TR ANSPORTATION CENTER"
COMPLETE CHRYSLER COIL!. LINE

DEPEND snit I -.I o t SRS

HAPPY HUNTER AND HONKER—Seenes such as this, a proud
sportsman
and his kill, will be much in evidence all across Kentucky when
geese hunting
season opens Nov. 6. It continues through Jan. 14. The daily bag and
season
ion limits have been set at five by the State Department
of Fish and
tVii7deli
lli
fte Resources.

i•to USED CARS
MINOR REPAIRS

Your Gun Headquarters
so .22 PISTOLS
so SHOTGUNS
tot PUMP GUNS - AUTOMATICS
so HEAVY LOAD SHELLS .. Pie

* Phone

GULF

Of the group you are viewing now, there is one skeptic.
Let's show him, friends. Look these sponsors over carefully
then plea.se stop by and talk to them once — you'll be sold.
We ask only one favor . . . please tell each one you ss.w them
in the F & F section, OK? Thank you!! In the future keep an
eye out for the smart ones you'll set joining us. Amen!
•
•
•
A pleasing personality, good sense of humor and a real
respect for other people makes a large package and isn't always found in one individual. We recently met one such fellow. This gentleman succeeds in doing his duty with honor,
integrity and kindness When you consider his occupation you
will readily see this is no small task. We are referring to Sgt.
Max Morris of Murray's City Police Department.
•
•
•
Sad, but true — Only one more week of Dove and Squirrel
hunting for Kentucky hunters ... as the seasons end next
Tuesday, October 31st. And just as it seems that Doves are
getting More plentiful.
The Doves seen in quantities now are the large ones and
many hunters claim they are Northern Doves. We saw more
of them last Saturday than at the beginning of the season,
so there may be a week of good Dove hunting yet.
Seems to be a bumper crop of squirrels, too as the seasqn
is Fraing out. Some good squirrel hunting can still be enjoyed
if you can find a place where dry leaves don't give you away.
The woods are so dry now that a hunter walking through
them sounds like a herd of cattle moving about.
Anyhow after next Tuesday you'll have a couple of weeks
to elean up and oil your favorite shootin' iron, reload a bunch
of shells, or buy a new supply, and get bird dogs and beagles
In shape for Quail and Rabbit season — which opens on
Thursday, November 16th. Right now, before the season,
there seems to be plenty of Quail ... but you know how
that goes! The Quail seem to know, too, when the season
opens and make themselves mighty /Pearce. Same goes for
Rabbits. It just takes a good dog to find either.
The bag limit on Quail has been increased this year to
ten, with a possession limit of twenty. Daily beg limit on
Rabbits is six, with a 12 possession limit.
November 6th will be Goose hunters' day. The bag limit
and possession limit for them. Is five. We believe this is also
an increase over last year. The five limit may not include more
than two Oanadas or two whitefronted, or one of each. Shooting hours for waterfowl are one-half hour before suru-ise
until sunset, except on Ballard Wildlife Management Area
where only morning hunting is permitted.
Duch hunters will have to wait until November 29th to
get their four ducks. Sorry 'bout that! They can bag four
with no more than two mallards, one canvasback and one
woodduck or four of other species. Possession can be eight
with not more than four mallards, two woodducks and one
canvasback or eight of other species.
•
•
•

VERBLE TAYLOR

•

C. E. CAIN, JR.

HUGHES PAINT STORE

• ITY-KIASS PAINTS
• GLIDDEN PAINTS
401 Maple Street

• WALLPAPER
• LINOLEUM
Murray, Kentucky

Quality Job Printing

• CARPET
• TILE
Phone 753-3642

Spann& Wilson
Insurance & Real Estate

Special For This Week . ..

For the Finest People on Earth
504B Main Street
Phone 753-4662
Murray, Kentucky

3-BEDROOM BRICK on Catalina.. Central heat and air conditioning.
Phone 753-3263

B&B IMPORT AUTO SERVICE LTD.
FOREIGN & SPORTS CAR SERVICE & SALES
Open 3:36 p.m. - 3:00 am. — Phone 753-5125, Ask for Rill or Rob
—

SPONSORING C.O.S.C.O. DISCOUNT TO ALL MEMBERS

—

BOONES, INC.

WARD - ELKINS
Our New Gun Department

•

Is Now Open!

We Have All Makes of Guns

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Phone 753-2552
Five Convenient Locations . . .
1207 Main - 600 Poplar - Stoty Avenue
1603 College Farm Road

NATE BEAL, Gulf Distributor
GULF SOLAR HEATS IS HYDROGEN PURIFIED FOR CLEAN-HEAT COMFORT

(C
ulp)
Phone

753-3571

403 South 2nd Street

Murray, Kentucky

THE MADEMOISELLE SHOP,In. INC:
Moe 7S3-3$82

MARIE LASSITER
VOLICSE YOUNG
Murray. Kentucky

"THE SHOP FOR SMART YOUNG WOMEN"

the gun season is coming up and we want some reports from
you Deer hunters!!
I know we can depend on our 'Coon hunting friends for
some tales . . . I mean reports Shake-out season for 'Coon
Is in now and there should be plenty of activity among the
'Coon era.
•
•
•
While most hunting seasons are closed for two weeks may
be a good time to don a jacket and go fishln'. There is usually
some pretty good fishing around this time of year. We have
heard of some good catches of croppie and bass. 'rry it, you
might be surprised! And give ILI some good -fishing reports.
They're there, in the water — all you gotta do is find 'em,
then catch 'em. Simple, huh.
•
•
•
We would appreciate any and all hunting and fishing reports. Just call the Ledger & Times (753-1917) between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m., and ask for Lee — or call us at home (753-2450)
any time before or after those hours. Pictures are always
welcome but they must be black and white for best reproduction (real good color shots will do pretty good).
•
•
•
'Coon Hunters — Attention: A big day is planned for you
at the Twin Lakes Coonhunters Club on Sunday, October 29.
There will be drag, swim treeing and dash races . . also a
'Coon in a Barrel" contest. Fifty per cent of the purse is going
to the winners.
The starting time will be at 12:30 sharp an deveryone is
Invited to attend_ Spectators and vfaitors are welcome.
The club is located about two miles east of Hardin, just
off Highway 80. You'll see their sign on the north side of the
highway . . . turn off at the sign and you can't miss it.

Now that we're back on a once-a-week schedule (we
hope), we're looking forward to some reports from all you
hunters, and fishermen.
We missed out on most of the archery Deer season, but

•

"-;

SERVICE

6th and Main Streets
Murray, Kentucky

COMPLETE SPORTING GOODS CENTER
210 Main Street
Phone 753-5617

Pull the "rip-cord" ole friend, this could be a rough landin'. It looks like a rough trip — and I don't mean the LSD
kind! At three in the morning, a slug of that might be helpful. All things considered (including the Friday the 13th bit)
this just has to be another 9 miles of bad road.
Due to a huge :volume of advertising (for which we're
thankful) and the illness of some members of the staff, it
hasn't been possible to work on our favorite project. In fairness to our friends we shall try to male up in part for our
long absence.
Today we shall give you a glimpse of what you can expect
a lot of in the future. We shall offer for your approval a portion of our friends. By Tuesday we hope to have everything
completed. This should give you an idea. The page will improve as we have a little time to apply some "pretting
touches". The article?? It sin't likely to get any better — but
it will always deal with God's greatest creation, PEOPLE.
A dab of explaining. The -Double F has never been a commercial project and this idea "IS NQ GIMMICK". Junior
doesn't have enough smart to fain a fast one. It is intended
to put advertising on a plane which any person or corporation
can handle easily and to give you the maximum results at
a ridiculously low charge. This will be the best advertising
dollar you will ever have the opportunity to reap a double
harvest from
If you have watched the "Guns of Will Sonnet" on TV,
you are familiar with Walter Brennen's famous words, "No
brag — Just facts". Our sentiments precisely. Just a dern
minute. Before you start with the raised eyebrow bit — I
should like to explain once more. PEOPLE — you grandmothers, the youngsters, the hard-headed businessmen, the gentle
ladies, professional people in all fields and especially our
service men and women, are the many reasons the article
is so widely read. If it was surviving on its literary quality —
ker plunk!!
An undeniable fact — regarless of how BIG you think
you may be or how small, you live, work and depend OM people. That is our "ace in the hole". To advestMO you mat have
something worth selling, the best medium bar presenting same
to the public. A million dollar ad is worthless edam Ws read.
That is our one guarantee. If you appear near the Tins 'N
Feathers Friends you'll be seen and 5i 1M11•111111 kindly. No

753-5862 *

CAIN &TAYLOR

WE TRADE AND REPAIR GUNS

BUCHANAN TENN - ROUTE 2
PHONE Area Code 901) 247-3315

Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
3843 So. 5th

BILBREY'S

so ALL FISHING SUPPLIES & BAITS
so PICNIC & FOOD SUPPLIES

The 753-9119

1
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• UM FRI D BOAT SLIPS FOR RENT
LAKESIDE COTTAGES FOR RENT
EVINRUDE MOTORS & BOATS
FOR SALE and FOR RENT

,— FOR YOUR CAR NEEDS —

East Main Street
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RENT-

Hog Market

SOWS:
US 1-2
Federal State Market News Ser- US 1-3
vice. Tues.lay, Oct. 24, 1967 Ken- 1313 2-3
Welty Purchase-Area Hog Market
Report Includeh 7 Buying Stations.
Receipts 950 Head, Barrows and
OUta 35c Meier, Sows. Steady to
Idc Metier

• swArzit„niztr_.,

CLASSIFIED MS GET RESULTS
•
FOR

SALE

40" HOTF'OINT ooppertond rasps
lAce new. Call 492-0916.
0-116-C1

FOR

PAGE SEVEN

US 1-2
190-210 lbs 817 75-18 75
US 1-3 - 190-230 lbs $17..M-17 75. I
Uø 2-3 - 230-270 lbs $16.50-17.50:
RENT

LOST. t.__FOUND

3,

HORSES HORSES H0R8Et3, ales, A BRAND NEW
t.
Kaye rah.- - :la NEW FURNISHED or unfurnished '
' l Cler: White Gold Wrikine
"
taming, boarding atalla and pacame and 3 buys bailers, size 4. !(Sup/ex. 909 N. leth Call 753-5140 Realard• CwIl 7534341 or 763-4420.
equitation.
Lure,
stallion service, (=kill 753-6110.
0- 25-C
0-26-C 1 after 5 p. in.; days can 762-313. Mary W • AllbrAted•
legated Radn2/ RIDg• Blackwell
0-11.5-c i
1069
FORD
Stables_ Phone 7534077. Oct.-26-C
MUCK, cab hod 1
Meta, will carry 14 ft. hal. XV I
1V
-i0 0000 circulating otl h- eat- Mercury, 2-dr hardtop. 1964 CAW A.PARTMENT F'OR R221. Prl- LOUT: White landatdre poodle
ers with race Pickett One Duo- truck. will carry 14 ft. bed 1906 I vste bath, electrac haat, privacy a.- 1121■Were to rletne Of -Mister"
Therm with bkrirer, I16,40 each. Chevrolet, one tom stake, dal awed. Adults only! XM Smith 6th; Henry Polito% 733-3162 or 7543171
tl 763-Ebia3
0-35-P
0-25-C wheels, 4-apeed traulegrotolon. TIM!' Obeid.
0-31-C
Borten, Lynnville, Ky., phone 30211I6 TWO-BEDROOM America:. 2051.
0-36-C1 NEW 2-BEDR0OM fornithed aHome Crest atobile Home. Inquire
partment. with kitchen and den
U the Oountry Klicben in HardNOTICE
combination.
Private
esdnume.
in. Mom 96141331.
0.36-C
Married couple Or 6111 stodents
ELECTROLUX SALEM & Service,
Wlenthahli101 PNiptimma 3 nallaha
only. Located ISO
DIM lama.
box 213, Murray, Kg C. M BradYtianplit, PurPhone 753-3114.
COL OiaLl W
leM Phone 382-31711, livLe, U.
pose, Team 341.3333.
11110.-13-C ,
NICE PP/I-ROOM home with
MULCH' 11N101113 and leather kaiser
LC= WEIGHT safely with Ix- bath. Located five niers south cf
chair. Good
reaeonabie
A-DIM 'Iliblets. Only Illte at Dale Iturnay on old Pit:madcap Wad.
peke. °all TNI4000 attar 4 o dna
& Stubblefield.
li-ITP Contact Mrs. 'D. M. Batley, 404
Nonal 8th, Available Notembe.
lat.
1,• 46 HOME TRAILER, wall0-26-P
NOTICk
00-wall carpet, an' am:anemia 0CT011922 311EfT is the last
day
Gene's Triuler Court. DUI 752 to pay City of Murray property
Ill! or 753-4707.
0-36-C and poll taxes for 1967 to avoid TWC.-BEIXtCCIM
11141111rietient' on
10% penalty
will be added furnished. private bath and en3.BEDROOM, 1967 Model Trailer. November jw. city taxes
are pay_ trance, 806 13. 3431. Call 43-877/.
It x 02'. Take over payments. able
0-26-P
at tiw office of the City
0-27-C
6 Mune 436-2033.
Clerk. City Hall Building
0-30-C
ORIMTNUT QUARTER Horse geldWANTW T(.. BUY
5or mos CX4erlid
Mg. SIM years old. Also saddle in
idicegent modition. Phone 763- .00ertiJr•AIKL.)
1..witem
0-34-C °WY-up - gunge. WANT1133 to buy stmmr. alto.
grave. Los
whoa. barley. and rye. mire
cust - f•,e, Irsurna.
..
s ri-Staw
now. MIA per tem de.
WARM MORNING beater. 610 00. AuetIng tAt mai 364-Istio
TVO oluI•61
livered. Call Lee etede 11117411411.
0111 463-8596. Also gas mop and
_
Duo-Therm oil heater, $15.011 ean. NICISD A ROO! repaired? Stungka
0464
Mrs C. It. Chamber. rigid at or paiditoork. W.11 alio de Gar1TP galli!? Wilk. Call T56.1116.
Ctierry Claimer t2iureti.
WANT TO HUY - Tien ear corn
Nov -14-C
a.
-.al 00 per buahel Also shelled corn
on
R.
3 1•0111
Collrae ram
TAIL DO DICIIIINO In my home. Contact Stela Peed MIll 753-1266
die 106' a 406' each See Joe DS. nom
0-16-C
0-X-C
0-30-P
Kodak nun.

•

•

•

•

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1.Pronoun
47Ming
9 Cepochon
,,, key
12 Pc. as
mewl
13•Ssmks
14 Nervous
terichrne
IS A•co,,,O,
sewage
17F miens&
19P onast
21
22 9-tter substit .te(ro:loct.)
24 er ark
26 CJ e ni

29 Ana,ire. as
sentenc•
31-Cerstrde
33-Fenian Ober
34-Prirsar's
assessee
$54itsestiai
272:r*
104Pilid
40roul stall
42nercel si
land
44 Crrried
44 A rentinent
se
eclissmesters
51-Test
felZb
SS-Talleg
Se-Msre Meld
61 lena
62 newer'
64-Pened si
leas
113-ealst
1441heds
Illeaelmessed

•

&Wag hi thie
HAIPHONG DOCKS-A le* dim the swim
of Haiphong s deft', Whoa US. Imam have be
fading. And bore is a reidtalidlal atea view igrimr. 1111,
pietas eon» tram •CommemIst mama

LOVE IS AWILD ASSAULT
•

by

Elithe Hamilton Kirkland

Time tm wwi webtlenal, ter. by
ert Daieladir • Ceseme, Ma.

•

Plan the week's mask at one
260-350 lbs 81450-1.5.76; time, That's one way to assure
350-450 lbs 813.50-14.50: variety and matrIltonaMy balanced
460-600 lbs 812.50-13.50 math.

PAJAMA DEFENDANT
In pajamas I- rank Herndon.
One of 18 defendants or, trial
ID Meridian. Miss in the
slaying of three civil rights
workers in 1964. Waves •
trial Session with help at •
friend and a nurse lie was
la a hospital recovering
from an operation when the
trial opened The judge
adored Min Into *art.

....
0
e=
tire=frar

VIA? 151 IfeleritelltD
Harrod Moore tells the sc•ry of let me go I cluicnoi my hands mei If you were tree, wow,'
to keep from reaching out to you say you loved me Wuuld
cr 'early hie is ii. from*,
America before line is am twee nun, and I spoke in • wee:perm:1
you marry me' Let me know at
It, married illotemon ease is Nash.
.1.. There see disemered we *
b
"Ut
44).1 "
Dderlui least bow it ought nave been
11111111,11str• Luna.' erp
o
rtgw
or
hasps
vard
fits mends Ora ggimpei,*y
:re
Ira..,Nouirlli• se IMO
evens/ad re
Ma I arm- and be Moue me gente•
Vita esp., ow; arms insawn an p966
• c••la•a
UllaI
teld
wanted
la
lialp Om -Teti seer lie domande& -Ten
weacth la tee
014 Apses met not hie petw. me"
dimma
Ihmein tr•
. obeyed tomI told vbs. "I
theta of that
eirUithes would say -1 love you
would
flee SErm
eseree
we sleet EINE ad Mot That. marry you."
net le
fer
• • •
Sep spiel et the Watt err gnus
CliAP7'111R 19
Imre eitspip teerried hems sad
Colonel Potter found the sit
IT SEEMED only • matter of do4133 Milk
tad Ms Iroowho tandem in Galveston Harbor even
I of minute* until the snip would sat spare us-were not beam than Ise nad anticipated
sprang into life and movement, swift WI IOW
The two nava, vessels ladle
and as Woe ea we were well
us Wit slasat accusing, ponsoenee and Brutes were on
underway, Colonel Potter re- -feu bala me you sever intend- nano to mail-' a gallant display
turned to me and asked las to ed to Nye with lbilenson Pape of saw arc rewas coiora in
walk on deck with Min and allaus-"
recognition ot the Pass,
. and Its
Watch the Map a program, down
-1 thert!durtingumna paaenger the Aec
the coast.
-Thai what will rou do?'
retary of the N•vv then the
Al We er ke0 1 intletred
"Ili go neck ti Kestucky and appelinulcle UI the hit mein..
bey
It had Minie abelet that Ile Mel live with my maataristior "
with •espove snip--the Amen
been Paced In charge ef naval
-Ana Wave ow?'
ea Ong ^wino - sassaso Pope
'Matra for the Republic.
-I have • duty to my chile- anti iubil•tion ea run nigh in
'1 spent the springtime of my rem I mild
Osiveaton Hay The Pock.t was
Me. six years trona the age of
-Don t you °phew- i fount a iegitehate was prize ante it
Sintern. bearing the Write of my Iowa your salldwin -make tithes was Mewled with earr toe Mar
country in the Navy. When
ty4oPY
ta Ann% rnirchasen te New Or
went in. I reported to my boy"Ti.," I aid& 'Oh. yea. you vs leans by taw agent ailed it car
hood hero, Captain Oliver Haz- shown that "
ilea crew members that were
ard Perry. commander of the
"You think ny asking you to commiacioned in the Mexican
L'SS Java. The glories Of the declare your ewe for me is • Navy. strategic maps for the
War of 1812 were done. I lied prologue to asking tor some- Mexican campaign and wes into be content with ship's lore thing less than merrahge wee tended for transport of Mexican
and ship a service and constant that. • permanent oat:in '•
-troops upon their trtimphant
How could we nevi marn- arr,e.,1 si' the comet
drill I learned many things
about ships antl about personal age ? I +ins Indignant at Da in
There was • gentle knock at
c ming*' I Commented ea bow eillew,steney.
ell) deer li war the suionei and
t. rtenste ito its for the Yarns
"Death is the one- illreeet Ph- I admitted nom
cause that he had beim so leas front the marriage vo;
'Wlimai the) Marten Warding
I said "You knew that as well Abet Mittens mmo their heroes
trained
at
a.
I
And
you
know too that I mopes away - he sant -I
"I was the only one at the
oreasin this c imitate it rare
Conventicle With bleb =perk-nee in public sealdala a woman
infidelity
m
always
mine. -1we wines a gift tram Cantata
o Uwe ap lay oftelleet in naval
than • &own r rare en the P ,caet
affairs." he said nem a added ansoishil emposal.
'10/ n
It7e_cepectnity ACE&aunt.
meal allierely 'L.
soap mand._ (X e(r.1
inthertant g inoi
mam- sej lest sire* It
tie Main toward • Meal Indestined
86 the Calf MI Mexico agi larld releases troll Warn Is' bats Anna's
mating
age.
but law never Known any paiat• I crime to toast my fair
as decisive, as significant in na•
one
who
did,
and I'm not in the lady •-u1 to suggest that she
tionai history. as Captain Perlearn Important. Only the
ry a exploit on Lake Erie.
raise a glom in her new ',re.
and
famous
.:1-• afforo such
nope we can cry In triumph as
'My new nome '''
he did We have met the enemy things, and even they are tar
•Aboard the Pocket I in hap
rieshed. linked by the p. bile wi.h py lasoult the pose ship for
and they are ours!'"
crime and *modal
Many reasons not the least ot
I told him that I felt sure
Colonel Po.ter oecam• than that I can provide better
there was no one better equipped to follow the path of the strangely silent almost with for your matey one comfort
ria moving mils tiler 1. The
great Perry to a similar glen- drawn
1 kept trying to explain '1 Mb., ladies will he moved too oils conclusion.
"The' a ittrid of ••oli Colonel
would not want such a thing tor
He looked at Mel Al If to
eery eine la there • doctor on
measure my sincerity then he yo,, and me It does perm an the
pocks/ f"
said. "It would be wonderful to Injustice that I can't be rid of
- Why some Wirt of ships
! walk • path of glory - with a husband who deserted me --a
man I despise Hut we mus• physician, I think Is someone
III ?"
He was facing me now, hold- fire the fact that I'm not rid
'(Briny She', feverish. I'm
ing both my•hands. drawing me of him, and people will scorn
worried about her'
, closer, his voice becoming trl- me as the faithless wife of a
He went to the Wink Where
iimphant. possessive, saying the fighting men If I a;•peer to
°Why lay totiehe4 her hot trice
:rungs I had been trying to keep place my affections elsewhere
And you will be lejuree by we 111 .6 geetUfe Of at
IMO
out of my thoughts
puts. Clecletere. neatened to reamer@
"You do love me! And it's the outs attattnimit
at
Brat time you've ever loved so
"Probably some simple cede, e
"Can you deny the feeling be.
, wholly, completely beyond reaeolliplaert I ye iiederrn the treW
son or Circumstance. You didn't types es?" its dmnanded.
al the Pocket ilftit i Iled anti
Intend to. You don't Want to
I could mot.
something was. repOrted istndil a
But you do! I know it. Come
"Then i my we are descrying physician from New Orleans
into my arms. Tell me so!"
of R few mu mente of our very among them %Ve- II
command
I pulled away from him, own snatched from
eternity' his services early tomorrow "
though not wanting to And he Tell me this • I will
not be 44P0 Be Contnewisa Tomorrow i
Prom tee send published, ife7 hy Doubleday / Corneae,
Ine COI") I Idial C 111611 be Doniania• a Corneae, uo
!Xenon...6,1o,
Aiisp*St
,dt. I r,

,•.:

1-Part •
lareseace

2 Be mistaken
3 Schoolbook 4 Helps
5 Piered with
6 Pronoun
7-Once armed
track
II-Former
Russian new
9 Renewed
10 Assistiliit
11•Frozesestsr
I6-Loop
III-Rodent
2nOruehard
22 MIISICJI drama
23-Cupples
25 Metal
27 tamed
21I Acts
30 Cloth
memere
32 fondle
I

2

mom

Namoung mom
goaa Euram
A141J2F3 01.40MIRRO

ulna aclumm_gp
avm uon,T3
An umAnc,
[IVUOU
NEMIGAL
MUMLIF: L.113r.M
24

••• -..

15

14%

5

59 Before
60 Rodent
63•A con:mega

(ants
9

II

Nr,re.illy
'ii;A'
......

11

71
...-:.,
t
is ,,...,.....

I-2.:',24

27 2e

1,
.. -.0
i.3"-`,......
STj33_
•, • .6,
,-.#
36
::„::: 39
'? 3s
___„ •1
c"-'%. .
4i ..1::•:, 47
.'.'

29
34
AO

z,.....';'

47

44

1......$"•••Iii
r:•.•/:?."..

--'.'S3
52 1.,
...,

SO

'f.f

.- -0
.„ 62
•1
.
• I
1:"
,.
••"...
• 643
65
..:".
.ir
_
Lnetr. b) United

6

54

..
451

.
/.,
,:";,
•Aa•
53

59

'''.*:-. 64

,...•.,'
esters Syndicate. Inc.

One*

1.7

•

•

•

NO-AND
NAME

MY

IS

SMITH, NOT

graser,./a.cces.

AMAZINGLY WELL, SUE. HE'LL
BE ON NIS FEET IN A FEW DAYS,
YOU'VE GOT A STURDY SET
_
OF rioNES,
CHARLIE

•

s
4.

•

•

fi

e

HOW CAN A MERE
GIRL QUIET DOWN
A TREE A BULL-

DOZER CAN'T?

gal
4C
ma

Oro

is

LAW

IT Mil"'
7-777
1
TH'W•40 is
DUCK!!
RIGHT??

TI-IE DOCTOR
JUST SAID HE'D
BE ON HIS FUT
IN A FEW DAYS,
COACH BRIct<LEy.

10 II

14

13

WI,

55

7

6

......

i;" 27

54-tarteat
55 Eden, wed
56 Organ or
hearing
57 Female deer

36-Cat
38 Sum
41 asiecaater
43.5cottisli cap
45 One behind
another
47 se di
49-Mmer
62-Satacy

3 *,.7.7-4

12

relt.rdaY

ES0110.0 CAMINO
fe0130[112 Q31311^
Upon
DOPi
POGION A
30 00000 Egma

GREAT!! HE'LL

BE SAO< iN TIME
FOR THE CHAMPIONSHIP GAME."
AND WITH 1)0941* IN THE LaNEuP,
We'RE A
CINCH:

s
. .

ea
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HEADLINE FROM AUGUST 19, 1964, LEDGER & TIMES...

"1-24 ROUTE SELECTED, CALLOWAY COUNTY WILL
iREMAIN ISOLATED: ROUTE SKIRTS THE LAKE AREA"

•

V

"ROUTE SELECTED
• BY HENRY WARD

'et

tr
•

IS ONE CHOSEN"

• ce

:
!).
V
hi

ci

Ca

Henry Ward ignored what might have been the last opportunity to link Calloway County with the rest of the
state. Industrial development and growth follow interstate highways. We will never know how much Henry Ward
tt tr,.1
cost Calloway County.

U'S TIME FORI
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•
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VOTE FOR LOUIE NUNN
FOR GOVERNOR IN NOVEMBER
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